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Abstract

Recent research has highlighted the potential downfall of the role and profession of Chief Information Officer (CIO). As the top executive responsible for IT in an organization, this role has gone through several shifts since its advent in the 1980’s. This study addresses how the role has evolved, and explores how it may evolve in the years to come. The study utilizes a combination of structured literature review and interviews, and is informed by Abbott’s systems of professions perspective. The findings show that after an increase in jurisdictional control prior to the turn of the millennium, the profession has decreased and is continuing to decrease its jurisdictional control. This is in part linked to the imposition of IT Governance frameworks designed to shift risk from the profession of CIOs to neighboring professions. This is discussed in light of calls for future research.
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1. Introduction

Chief Information Officers (CIOs) have long been considered a focal actor in the digital transformation of organizations and enterprises alike. Poised in the nexus of technology and business, they have throughout the years experienced an increase in social stature and hierarchal positioning in organizations, increasingly part of the top management team and board of directors [24; 44].

Albeit a winding road, the role of the CIO has reportedly emerged from that of a technology-focused corporate savior in the 1980’s [16], to a business-savvy member of the higher echelons of management, and, a strategic innovation partner in business in the 2010’s [39; 40].

Despite its apparent status, the reports of the demise of the role are increasingly appearing within both research and practice [12; 39]. New roles such as that of the Chief Digital Officer (CDO) is promoted as necessary for attaining the full benefits of digitalization, a task that previously was seen as belonging to the CIO [12]. At the same time, we see but few examples of empirical studies that target the profession of CIO.

Research within the field of sociology of work and occupation has devoted significant resources to understanding the evolution of professions and occupations. In Abbott [1], the evolution of professions is studied from the vantage point of how neighboring professions fight for what is referred to as “jurisdictional control”, i.e. which decisions are controlled by which professions. In lieu of this, jurisdictional control becomes a vantage point into studying the evolution of the CIO profession. With a majority of IT Governance research applying, the perspective of locus of authority, accountability and control [see e.g. 56], the construct of jurisdictional control is regarded as particularly in tune with previous research and hence relevant.

On the basis of this, the research question guiding this study is:

How has and will the jurisdictional control of the profession of CIOs evolve?

The research question is answered through interpreting data from literature and interviews into three distinct phases (past, present and future), with links to historical battles where the outcome (victory, defeat and retreat) is used as illustrations of the profession’s evolution.

This study contributes through an empirically substantiated account of the evolution of the profession of CIO. The particular focus on jurisdictional control offers an avenue to a more nuanced description and exploration of the CIO profession, highlighting not only what has and is happening, but also initiating a discussion on why the profession is evolving along a particular path.
The paper is organized accordingly. After this brief introduction, we present the precursory findings and analytical framing of the study. This is followed by the results, portraying the evolution of the CIO profession in three stages (past, present and future). Towards the end of the paper, we offer a discussion on the findings and highlight potential avenues for future research.

2. Previous research and theoretical framing

2.1. The role of the CIO

Previous research has explored the evolution of the CIO from a multitude of different perspectives. When the CIO profession emerged, it was organized under the Chief Financial Officer [31]. A recurring theme in research has been how these two professions collaborate and the importance of their relationship, with a distinct focus on IT-investments [6; 14; 22; 27; 32; 34; 35; 51; 52; 55; 59].

The CIOs reporting structure and involvement in the Top Management Team (TMT) has also been studied in detail [44; 57]. Banker et al. [3] argue that there is a link between performance and reporting structures for the CIO. In organizations with cost leadership as generic strategy, the CIO should report to the CFO, whereas in organizations with differentiation as generic strategy, reporting should be done to the CEO. Throughout history, researchers have suggested that the CIO should report to the CEO and that their partnership is critical to utilize the CIO as a strategic resource for the organization [2; 13; 17; 21; 26; 41; 45], even though other executives have had a negative attitude towards the CIO, due to mismatching expectations and the difficulty in measuring their value [3; 7; 12; 25; 40; 43; 49].

2.2. The system of professions and inter-jurisdictional conflicts

Within the sociology of work and occupations, several studies have strived to offer comprehensive support for understanding the inter- and intra-play of professions. In contrast with the foundational work of Raelin [46] on what constitutes a profession versus an occupation, this study utilizes a non-discriminate definition of profession. In lieu of this, a profession is regarded simply as an occupational group that shares certain common characteristics.

Abbott [1] offers an overarching theory for understanding how professions emerge in what is referred to as a “system of professions”. This approach has been highly influential in other types of profession studies such as that of the medical profession [50]. Core to the logic of Abbott’s systems theory of professions is the evolution of professions through inter-jurisdictional conflicts. A jurisdictional conflict is when the borders between existing professions become contested, and one profession attempts to increase its dominion at the cost of another profession.

This is clearly illustrated in Samuel et al [50] where the medical profession is under siege by engineers and accountants that increase their scope of control in the hospital setting. Models of diagnosis, inference and treatment from the accounting profession is increasingly used to make traditional medical decisions in what Samuel [50] refers to the “monetization of medicine”.

In Magnusson [28], Abbott’s theory is used for the first time to understand the emergence of the profession of the CIO. According to these findings, the CIO had in 2010 evolved from a professional man (strong focus on technical know-how and identification with the IT function) to a corporate man (strong focus on financials and identification with the TMT) and further on to a marginal man (torn between the technical and financial at a high personal cost). Unfortunately, there have been no later additions where Abbott’s theory has been used to increase our understanding of the evolution of the CIO profession.

Abbott [1] identifies eleven mechanisms for jurisdictional control (see table 1) within the areas of System properties (Connectivity, Dominance, Residuality and Systematization), Cognitive strategies (Reduction, Treatment and Metaphor), Abstraction (Formalism and Content) and Maintenance (Amalgamation and Division). These are used as the theoretical lens for answering the research question in this study.

<p>| Table 1. Abbott’s System of Professions. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>The degree to which the profession is connected with its actors (professions, tasks, jurisdictions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>Dominance can be either structural (organizations and institutions) or cultural (control of dominant ideas) and refers to how the profession enacts control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residuality</td>
<td>As a dominant profession becomes more dominant, their abstract knowledge is weakened, and they are prone to attacks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematization of professional knowledge</td>
<td>The degree of systematization of professional knowledge. A high degree of systematization lends itself to attacks through reduction whilst a low degree of systematization tends to ignore complex problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction</td>
<td>The act of redefining another professions jurisdiction to one that better suits their own by replacing their diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>The act of applying one’s treatment to a...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Overview of respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responder [#]</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Age [Y]</th>
<th>Tenure [Y]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>NPO</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Groceries</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data was analyzed using Abbott’s [1] systems of professions perspective in order to derive the system properties, cognitive strategies, abstraction and the maintaining of jurisdictional control of the CIO profession. On the basis of this, we identified common patterns of the system of professions in the three different time-frames. As a last step in the analysis, we linked the patterns to historical battles that we saw as illustrative of the evolution of the CIO profession.

4. Results: The Battle of Jurisdictional Control

The results are presented in a dramatized setting with references to three major battles signifying victory (Past: The Bastille), defeat (Present: Waterloo) and retreat (Future: Dunkirk). The rationale for this is to illustrate the dominant evolutionary path within each of the three time-periods.

4.1. Past: The Bastille

“No sire, its not a revolt, it’s a revolution.” The Duke of Rochefoucauld to Louis XVI after the storming of the Bastille.

The CIO burst upon the mainstream scene as a “corporate savior” in the late 1980’s [16]. During this period, there was an increased interest in how IT could be used as a means to create sustainable competitive advantage, and the CIO became the modus through which this was to be achieved [4; 30; 42; 48].

As the profession emerged and started to thrive, it survived adversity in the form of high turnover rates [12; 19; 38], misaligned perspectives on IT and surrealistic expectations [17; 23], and continually increased its standing in the higher cadres of management and the board of directors [10; 11; 17; 44].

Part of this swift success lay in the professions ability to adhere to and utilize new ways of communication, where the CIO was fast in adapting to a business vernacular in internal communication [12; 23]. Through mastering the language of business, this made it easier for the profession to utilize reduction and treatment attacks to increase their jurisdictional
control. At the same time, the increased dependence on non-technical language and skills also shifted the role of the CIO towards that of a generalist rather than a specialist [40]. This in turn affected the professions abstract knowledge, which was reduced in conjunction with increased jurisdictional control. To handle the increased jurisdictional control, the profession delegated tasks to subordinates [15; 17; 19], resulting in a burgeoning division of the profession.

During the past, the CIO became an incumbent profession, with increased dominance and influence in strategic decision making [13; 20; 24; 41; 44; 47]. Even though the profession’s residuality started to decrease over time, the CIO was still faced with challenges due to its ambiguity [7; 12; 25; 37; 49; 40].

4.2. Present: Waterloo

“...for by the rules of war I should have gained the battle.”
Napoleon, private correspondence to Admiral
Malcolm, 1816, on the unfathomable defeat at Waterloo
to Admiral Wellington.

Following the rapid expansion of the CIO profession in the past, the present state was ushered in through a strong standing of the CIOs. With a majority of the respondents (14 out of 19) being part of the TMT and involved in shaping the role together with the CEO or by themselves, IT Governance has shifted from being a “ticket to ride” to becoming more and more detrimental to the criticality of the CIO [29]. This detrimental function of IT Governance is highlighted by the decreased risk associated with the role of CIO, with risk being shifted towards the business side through governance models following the logic of supply/demand, with the IT organization shifting over to a reactive rather than a proactive partner to the business. The core logic of the dominating models is hence to delimit fluctuations in demand, resulting in the CIOs shifting over from explorers to exploiters of economies of scale (for a parable, see Boonstra et al, [5]).

The respondents further describe how they have used cognitive strategies to increase their influence. Treatment is more applicable than before due to a generally increased IT understanding, although reduction is still used. However, metaphors have increased in usage due to the professions increased business knowledge and communicative skills. This has in turn decreased the professions residuality, whilst more professions partake in the CIOs jurisdictions, increasing its connectivity.

Up until this point the profession has enjoyed a fruitful journey, one that has increased the professions jurisdictions and made them even more of a generalist profession with less knowledge of their jurisdictions.

“I do not even possess 10% of their (subordinates) expertise within their areas, I can show the way and say ‘this is what we have to do’” – CIO 17, Insurance

This expansion of jurisdictional control has created a divide within the profession, creating two sub-professions, one technologically oriented and one business oriented. A majority of respondents stated that they belonged to the business oriented.

“I do not work with IT. I work with humans, power structures and politics.” – CIO 18, Recycling

The profession is hence on the verge of rebellion in the ranks between the two sub-profession. A respondent even went so far as to describe the technological sub-profession as “fake” and as “a dying breed”. The profession is no longer just ambiguous to outsiders, even its practitioners cannot agree upon what they are. As the CIOs fight amongst themselves, another profession is emerging in the form of the Chief Digital Officer (CDO), whose primary ambition is to be in control of digital transformation and questions that are more related to business, areas currently controlled by the CIO. The CDOs secret weapon is its new and untainted resume, which has caused it to interfere with the CIO.

The CIO profession’s connectivity has since the success of the 1990’s and noughties been reduced, with other roles in the organization embracing digitalization [2; 8; 13; 20; 23; 24; 26; 36; 41; 44; 47; 52; 55].

4.3. Future: Dunkirk

“We must be careful not to assign this deliverance the attributes of a victory. Wars are not won by evacuations.” Winston Churchill on the retreat of British soldiers from Dunkirk, France during WW2.

Following the success and subsequent demise of the profession of CIOs as portrayed in the past and present above, the future of the CIO as found in this study is expected to follow one of two scenarios.

There is no agreed upon view of the profession’s future amongst the respondents, apart from that the profession is moving closer to business related activities rather than support related technological
activities. From this perspective, the profession has shifted away from the core of the original profession, that which allowed them significant leeway in the past due to being unconflicted by neighboring professions striving for increased jurisdictional control.

Technical competence is, however, still expected to be required as a tool for understanding how IT can be used to create competitive advantage. With the increasing pervasiveness of IT through digitalization, that which is seen as “core IT” will however continue to shift.

In relation to new roles, several respondents argue that the CDO profession is ephemeral and will disappear in the near future. Another perspective is that the CDO is in charge of organizations digitalization whilst being a subordinary to the CIO who remains in control of the jurisdiction. Other respondents paint a different picture. Whilst the CIO’s resume is haunted by distrust and mismatching expectations by its surroundings, the CDO acts as a “revitalizer” meant to drive questions regarding digitalization that will conquer the CIOs jurisdictions. The CIO profession merely paves the way for the CDO regarding digitalization. Another perspective is that the CIO is a CDO, but with more technical jurisdictions.

“By removing the infrastructure and technology from the CIO, you create the CDO, which is closer to the business. But in the near future the technical parts of IT are something you must still deal with.”
– CIO 3, Education

One re-occurring theme in the interviews is a feeling of irrelevance regarding the naming of the profession. A clear majority of the respondents’ state that it is “same same but different”. On the other hand, a minority of the respondents (2/19) foresee the profession’s demise, as IT’s role in competitive advantage becomes a pervasive and a more distributed responsibility.

“The CIO has existed for a while now and I believe the CDO will disappear quicker than the CIO, but I also believe the CIO will disappear.” – CIO 7, Agency

To summarize, the future holds one of two scenarios for the CIO profession according to the analysis and findings. Either (Scenario 1) we see a shift towards the CIO becoming obsolete in terms of being a business partner (due to jurisdictional control being shifted to the new role of the CDO). This will result in the CIO becoming pushed back towards “merely” responsible for the underlying infrastructure, much along the lines of the previous role of CTO. An alternative (Scenario 2) is the revamping of the CIO profession into accepting risk, shifting governance towards breaking with the underlying logic of Supply/demand and emerging as the chief executive of digitalization. Provided the current development of the CIO profession as found in this study, Scenario 1 is found to be the most likely out of these two.

Table 3 summarizes the three phases of the CIO profession from Abbott’s system of profession [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>High connectivity due to low level of external involvement and high level of autonomy.</td>
<td>Decreasing level of connectivity due to increased external standardization, regulation and involvement from other actors.</td>
<td>Continued decrease level of connectivity due to more and more decisions falling outside of the professions jurisdictional control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>Inclusion in TMT and shifts in reporting structures increases the dominance of the profession.</td>
<td>Shift to cultural rather than structural dominance. Decreasing involvement in TMT through new roles taking responsibility over digital transformation.</td>
<td>Further increase of cultural rather than structural dominance, yet new ideas such as digital transformation are increasingly adopted and adapted into new perspectives and ideas by neighboring professions [HR, Finance etc].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residuality</td>
<td>High level of residuality.</td>
<td>Decreased level of residuality, yet a burgeoning residuality in regards to how the profession is involved in digital transformation.</td>
<td>Decreased level of residuality as the CIO is circumvented through other professions taking control over the digital agenda and the CIO is pushed into specialization and delimitation to technology and procurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemization of</td>
<td>Low degree of systemized professional knowledge.</td>
<td>Continued low degree of systemization.</td>
<td>The influx of new professions grappling for control over...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Discussion

“*This is the way the world ends.
Not with a bang but a whimper.*” T.S. Elliot, *The Hollow Men, 1925*

The analysis of the past, present and future of the profession of the CIO paints a gloomy picture in terms of the evolution of the CIOs jurisdictional control. In line with the above quote of T.S. Elliot, the story is one of slow and continuous decline rather than singular implosion. Following an era (1980-2000) of expanded jurisdictional control through formalization of IT Governance [56] the strive for decreasing risk associated with the CIO and decrease CIO turnover soon turned into a double-edged sword. Albeit protecting the CIO from risk exposure, the manner through which this was done involved several instances of specialization, division and decrease in scope of jurisdictional control that by now are proving counter-productive for the profession’s long-term viability.

In terms of the system properties and *connectivity*, we see an increasing marginalization of the CIO role and responsibilities, with new professions and institutions coming into play and with the CIO profession decreasing jurisdictional control. The increased dependence on IT within society at large has also ushered in new regulation which circumvents previous connectivity. Regarding *dominance*, structural control has been lost due to inappropriateness of chosen governance configuration for the technology’s development and criticality for business innovation. The dominant ideas are now shifting towards application rather than technology [58], whereby other professions gain momentum and increased jurisdictional control. With increased formalization and subsequent division of labor outside of the jurisdictional control of the CIO, the professional scope is increasingly well defined and limited, whereby the *residuality* continues to decrease. There is also a continuous inability to *systematize* knowledge, which has resulted in less latency in the loss of jurisdictional control, i.e. the loss of professional status is expected to be rapid [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Knowledge</th>
<th>Reduction</th>
<th>Metaphor</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business knowledge and communicative skills shift from low to medium among CIOs, coupled with constant low understanding of IT from the external system[s]. Reduction used frequently.</td>
<td>External IT knowledge has increased, yet with a continued strong internal position the CIOs still use reduction to assert power.</td>
<td>Commonly used. Increased focus on digitalization coupled with increased awareness and understanding from business opens up.</td>
<td>Increased external IT understanding increases the ability to instill treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphor</td>
<td>Metaphor is seldom used to increase jurisdictional control.</td>
<td>Commonly used. Increased focus on digitalization coupled with increased awareness and understanding from business opens up.</td>
<td>Continued increase in metaphor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside perceptions of IT change the use of treatment. More and more influx of IT solutions to traditional business problems.</td>
<td>Increased external IT understanding increases the ability to instill treatment.</td>
<td>Continued increase in treatment through agile, bimodal etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift from a high to low level of positive formalism in line with shift from technology champions.</td>
<td>Continued reduction of positive formalism through specialization.</td>
<td>Increased specialisation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift from specialist to [more] generalist approach as CIO appropriated new avenues of control.</td>
<td>Increased lack of content due to decreased specialization.</td>
<td>Increased specialisation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncommonly used.</td>
<td>CIOs are increasingly trying to appropriate the digital agenda through amalgamation.</td>
<td>Decreased use of amalgamation due to new roles emerging [CDO etc].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonly used as a means for increasing level of specificity within the IT organization. New roles emerge.</td>
<td>Commonly used tactic to increase the status of the role of the CIO by removing technical aspects of the role.</td>
<td>Increased use of division in cases where amalgamation was tried but failed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In terms of the cognitive strategies, with IT know-how disseminated throughout the organization(s), the avenue of reduction for diagnosis is increasingly unattainable for CIOs. A similar pattern emerges within the strategy of metaphor, where the role of “IT knowledge” has changed and been appropriated by neighboring professions [53]. Without a strong profession to claim ownership, metaphor becomes invaluable for increased jurisdictional control. Without a strong profession to claim ownership, treatment similarly becomes invaluable for increased jurisdictional control.

In regards of abstraction, both positive formalism and content are influenced negatively over time. With a decrease in professional jurisdiction, the increased specialization fails to create a strong center of gravity in terms of abstract knowledge for the profession.

When it comes to the maintaining of jurisdictional control, division replaces amalgamation as the core approach, with a disintegration of the profession of CIO as a consequence. Instead of amassing new areas of jurisdictional control through amalgamation, the profession slices out areas such as security (Chief Security Officer) and digitalization (CDO) through division.

When combined, this analysis points to an initiated and seemingly unavoidable retreat of the CIO profession from the frontiers of digitalization. A systematic decimation of jurisdictional control has been going on since the advent of formalized IT Governance. In this respect, we can see the governance frameworks such as COBIT, ISO38500 and ITIL as mechanisms of deprofessionalization [18]. With an increasing dependency on said frameworks in the late 1990’s and early noughties, the CIO profession made an active, collective choice to decrease its own jurisdictional control. This was, as argued by Magnnsson and Bygstad [29], done instrumentally in order to attain a “ticket to ride” in the higher echelons of management and hence increase the internal status of the CIO and IT-department. In other words, there is a tradeoff associated with this particular type of attainment of increased social standing and the long-term viability of the profession.

Returning to the battle references used as illustrations of the three phases of the CIO profession’s evolution, the expected Dunkirk of the future is intricately dependent upon both the Bastille and Waterloo. What made victory possible in the past is now a core pre-requisite of the defeat of the present and the retreat of the future. This is, to return to the title of this paper, how the West with all its grand opportunities was lost.

5.1. Implications for research

We see three main implications for research coming out from this study. First, research should increase its utilization of theories stemming from the sociology of work and occupations in order to better be able to see the longitudinal effects of shifts in professional roles and functions. The CIO has been a significant actor in the computerization and digitalization of business and society and will most likely have an effect on future developments. In order to increase our understanding of this, frameworks such as that of Abbott [1] may be relevant for future studies.

Second and as a continuation of the first, the study of CIOs need to be seen in a context where neighboring professions strive for jurisdictional control has a significant impact on the role of the CIO. As we will now expect to see an increasing amount of studies directed towards better understanding the role of the CDO, research would do wise in not studying this out of context.

Third, the potentially detrimental role of governance frameworks as portrayed in this study offers an alternative perspective to the how digitalization is enacted in organizations. As found in Cram et al [9], there is a lack of studies focused on control enactment, and to truly understand the role of governance we need to study its implications in other forms than the dominant, short-term financial perspective (for an example, see [60] and [61]).

5.2. Implications for practice

There are two main implications for practice. First, individuals either currently in the role of CIO or aspiring for entering the role may see the findings of this study as a blue-print of what to expect in terms of future developments and risks associated with the choice of profession. As noted, the most likely development will infer a continued marginalization of the CIO in terms of corporate power. At the same time, the findings provide an overview of potential risks that may be diverted, provided the individual in question displays caution. The findings associated with the innate relationship between risk and reward could be used as a battle cry for future CIOs becoming more risk prone, accepting that the role of innovation partner is one that is incompatible with structural risk aversion.

Second, organizations striving for continued digitalization should take heed to the manner in which IT Governance may act detrimental to digitalization success. In designing governance and the jurisdictional control of the CIO, organizations need to be aware of the implications of shifting power away from the profession which currently has
the utmost responsibility for the underlying infrastructure and data. Increasing [or cementing] the gap between supply and demand will invariably result in increased coordination costs and lead times, in a time when the bulk of business initiatives are highly dependent upon data. Hence, seeing the highly operative role of the CDO [54] as a magic bullet for digitalization may turn out to be a blunt.

5.3. Future research

We see two projects coming out from the research presented in this paper. First, we call for research that studies the CIO neighboring professions (CFO, CTO, CDO, CEO et cetera) from the perspective of jurisdictional control. The object of jurisdictional control should in this manner be that of digitalization, whereby we would be able to better understand how digitalization should be organized and governed for optimal effect given the context of existing and emerging professions.

Second, the dark side of governance frameworks needs to be addressed in more detail. The findings of this study give an indication of governance having an impact on professions, but at the same time we have but scratched the surface. Hence, we see the need for an additional study of the relationship between formal controls and professions, where the controls themselves become an actor in the development of professions. This research would do wise in utilizing inspiration from the current developments within the management of digital innovation, as outlined in Nambisan et al [33].

5.4. Conclusions

This study has focused on the evolution of the profession of CIO in the past, present and future. Through utilizing Abbott’s [1] theory of the system of professions in combination with the findings from a literature review and an interview study, the study finds that the CIO profession has emerged from an initial increase in jurisdictional control towards a significant decrease that threatens the very profession itself. The decrease in jurisdictional control is associated with the imposition of IT Governance frameworks designed to shift the risks of the profession to neighboring professions and other areas of the business. The findings are intended to aid researchers and practitioners alike in a quest for designing both governance and CIO responsibilities in the future, as well as to aid us in better understanding the future implications of choices in governance.
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